
Mathematis 132 { Calulus for Physial and Life Sienes 2Exam 1 { Things To KnowFebruary 16, 2005General InformationAs announed in the ourse syllabus, the �rst midterm exam of the semester will begiven (\main seating") at 6:00 p.m. on Wednesday, February 23. You will have 90 minutesto work on the exam if you need that muh time. The format will be similar to that ofthe midterm exams last semester. The exam will over the material sine the start of thesemester, inluding the following material from Chapters 6, and setions 1-4 of Chapter 7.1) The Fundamental Theorem of Calulus: If F (x) is an antiderivative of a ontinuousfuntion f(x) on [a; b℄, then Z ba f(x) dx = F (b)� F (a)2) Antiderivatives graphially and numerially3) Basi antiderivative rules: All rules oming from basi derivative formulas: KnowR xn dx, R ax dx, R sin(x) dx, R os(x) dx, R 1x2+1 dx, R 1p1�x2 dx, and so forth, plusthe sum, and onstant multiple rules4) Solving di�erential equations dydx = f(x) and appliations to equations of motionproblems5) Integrals by substitution6) Integrals by parts: Seleting appropriate u and dv, omputing du and v, using theparts formula R u dv = uv � R v du, then �nishing the integral on the right. Reallthat this might involve using parts again, or another method suh as substitution.7) Integrals by the table: Reognizing the appropriate entry, using redution formulasrepeatedly if neessary. Be aware that a preliminary substitution might be neessaryto take an integral to one of the forms in the table.8) Integration of rational funtions by partial frations (see summary distributed inlass).9) Integration by trigonometri substitution (see summary distributed in lass).Note: Some problems may ask you to arry out a partiular integration method on aproblem. Others may leave the hoie up to you. Be prepared for both types of questions!There will be a review for the exam in lass on Tuesday, February 22. If neessary, we analso ontinue that on Wednesday, February 23 (the day of the exam).Review ProblemsThe Review Problems at the ends of Chapter 6 and 7 are great for preparation forthis exam. It's not neessary to work out every integral in Chapter 7 (there are over 1001



of them!) But you should try a good seletion and pratie hoosing a method at least formost of them.Sample ExamNote: This is somewhat longer than the atual exam will be, to give you an idea of therange of types of questions we might ask!I. The following graph shows y = F 0(x), the derivative of F .
A) Assuming F (0) = 0, Compute F (1); F (2); F (3); F (4) given the information in thegraph.B) Where are the ritial points of F? Explain.C) Sketh the graph y = F (x) if F (0) = 0, and also if F (0) = 2.III. A hild throws a baseball vertially upward with veloity 12 ft/se from an initialheight of 4 feet. The aeleration of the baseball due to gravity is -32 ft/se2, so theveloity funtion v satis�es the di�erential equationdvdt = �32A) Find formula for the veloity as a funtion of time.B) When does the baseball reah its highest point? When does it hit the ground?C) Find the greatest height the ball reahes.IV.A) Compute R 5x4 � 3px+ ex + 2x dxB) Apply a u-substitution to ompute R x(4x2 � 3)3=5 dxC) Apply a u-substitution to ompute R 21 esin(�x) os(�x) dxD) Do you need partial frations to omputeZ t2 + 1t3 + 3t+ 3 dt?Explain, and give a simpler method.E) Apply integration by parts to ompute R x2e�2x dx2



F) Apply partial fration deomposition to omputeZ 1x(x� 1)(x+ 2) dxG) Whih trigonometri substitution would you apply to ompute R 1upa2�u2 du? Whattrigonometri integral do you get after making the substitution? Whih entry in thetable applies to this form?V. Compute eah of the integrals below using some ombination of basi rules, substitution,integration by parts, the table of integrals, partial frations, and trigonometri substition.You must show all work for full redit.A) Z x3x2 + 4x dxB) Z (x2 + 2x)3=2 dxC) Z epsin(x) os(x)psin(x) dxD) Z dzz2pz2 + 9
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